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Today’s
weather
Sunny
Low 46° High 80'
Polys breakthrough 
season conies to an 
end in Anaheim
IN S P O R T S ,  12
Local band 
Sherwood 
releases ‘A 
Different Light’
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COUKTESY mOTO
Two architecture students are using their senior project as an opportunity to create a medical clinic in Kenya (or a traditional Afirican tribe.
Jackie Pugh
M USTAN t; DAILY
“In Kenya, disease over there is totally differ­
ent. We can sustain peoples’ lives here; there, 
they just die. They don’t have the facilities, so 
that’s what we are tying to provide,” said archi­
tecture senior Matthew Ridenour, one of two 
Cal Poly students planning on building a med­
ical clinic in Africa as part of their senior pro­
ject.
Ridenour and architecture senior David 
Aine are working on a joint senior project that 
they hope to start constructing in June of this
year. The site will be in Namanga, a town two 
hours south of Nairobi, Kenya. It is nestled 
along the rim of Mount Kilimanjaro and the 
border ofTanzania.
Ridenour came up with the idea after 
becoming friends with former tribesman 
Moses Pulei at a Presbyterian church in 
Thousand Oaks. Pulei is now the chairman of 
Staff of Hope, a Christian group that helps 
communities in East Africa by building wells, 
suiting schools and other projects.
“When 1 talked to (Pulei) about wanting to 
do something for Kenya, he said, 'Why don’t 
you do a medical clinic?”’ Ridenour said.
Pulei has been working with the Kenyan 
government to get approvals for the land and 
supplies that Ridenour and Aine will need to 
head the project.
“He has a lot of government ties; he ulked 
to the president and the government gave us 
the site to work with,” Ridenour said.
The goal of the clinic is to bring medical 
assistance to the Masai people — who are one 
of the most tndidonal tribes left in Africa — of 
Masailand. The Masai currently have no access 
to medical care. The clinic will serve as a local
see Clinic, page 2
Coroner. M an in SLO oigan-harvest case died naturally
SAN LUIS OBISPO — A 2.S- 
year-old man who died following 
an unsuccessful attempt to harvest 
his organs died of natural causes, 
according to the county coroner’s 
office.
However, a transplant surgeon 
who treated Ruben Navarro could
still face criminal charges if it is 
determined that he tried to hasten 
the man’s death, said Sgt. Brian 
Hascall, a sheriff-coroner depart­
ment spokesman.
Navarro was dying of a rare 
metabolic disorder when he was 
sent Feb. 3, 2006, to an operating
room at Sierra Vista Regional 
Medical Center so his organs 
could be harvested.
A report from federal regulators 
said the transplant surgeon, Dr. 
Hootan Roozrokh, ordered 
Navarro to receive 200 milligrams 
of morphine and 80 milligrams of
the sedative Ativan — far in excess 
of the usual doses.
However, Navarro did not die 
within 30 minutes o f being 
removed from life support, and so 
his organs could not be harvested. 
He died the next day.
see Transplant, page 2
Hiring foreign 
professors can 
mean red tape
C hristine Cassis
TH E  DAILY FREE  I 'R ESS  (B O ST O N  U.)
BOSTON — The University of 
Nebraska at Lincoln has experi­
enced problems trying to bring a 
foreign professor onto its faculty. 
The situation has highlighted 
domestic security concerns that 
universities sometimes face when 
they try to hire foreign educators.
This past week, the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln sued the U.S. 
Homeland Security Department to 
allow the university to bring 
Bolivian historian Waskar Ari to 
the United States to teach. The 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
lawsuit claims the Homeland 
Security Department has not 
offered an explanation for why it 
did not grant Ari’s request for an 
H l-B  form — a visa that allows 
foreign non-immigrants with 
bachelor’s degrees or higher to 
work for U.S. institutions.
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
International Affairs Associate 
Dean Peter Levitov said the school 
is frustrated that An. who has a 
Ph.D. in history from Georgetown 
University, has not been brought 
on staff.
“ (The paperwork is filed) to see 
if the job is a position and a fair 
salary, and that the individual has 
the qualifications for the job, 
which he obviously does,” Levitov 
said.
Levitov said the university usual­
ly hires 10 to 12 foreign prt>fessors 
each year, and it has not had any 
other similar problems in the .30 
years he has worked there.
The university’s decision to 
resort to legal action is understand­
able, considering the Homeland 
Security Department’s delayed 
response, said Laurel Marsh, 
spokeswoman for the Nebraska 
chapter of the American Civil
see Foreign, page 2
What: team  more about jobs in 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design at a job fair that is open 
to alt majors.
When: Monday,March 12; net­
working will take place from 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m. and interviews 
are from 2 to 4 :30  p.m.
Where: Chumash Auditorium
For more Info: Contact Career 
Services (80 5) 756-2501.
W hat: A UC Berkeley professor 
will speak on 'Peace or 
Violence: Palestine/Israel after 
Osló” In a public forum on the 
Middle East peace process.
When: Monday. March 12 from 
7 to 9  p.m.
Where: The Business building 
Rotunda (room 213)
For more info: Call Manzar 
Foroohar at (80 5) 756-2068.
What: Ladies climb for free on 
Tuesdays and no experience is 
necessary. Climbers will receive 
free equipment and instriKdion 
as well.
When: lUesday, March 13 from 5 
to 7 p.m.
Where: The climbing wall out­
side of Poly Escapes.
For more info: Contact Poly 
Escapes at (80 5) 756-1287.
What: Taking Back Sunday 
comes to Poly with opening acts 
Underoath and Armor for Sleep. 
Tickets cost $25 and cem be pur­
chased at the Mustang Ticket 
Office or online at www.vallitix.com.
When: Thursday, March 15 at 7 
p.m.
Where: The Rec Center
For more info: Contact ASI 
Events at (805) 756-1112.
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Designs for the clinic are underway for a project that will include a local distribution center for vaccines 
tnd facilities for HIV testing, AIDS education, neonatal care and emergency medical treatment.
Clinic
continuefifront page I
distribution center for vaccines, and will have facilities 
for HIV testing, AIDS education, neonatal care and 
emergency medical treatment.
Ifidenour said he’s excited to be working on this 
project because he feels the Masai people are under- 
served by the gov’ernment.
“They are trying to resist get­
ting their children educated and 
they are still semi-nomadic,”
Kidenour said. “ And because they 
don't want to let Western intlu- 
ence or modern intluences into 
dieir society, the government puts 
•hem on the back burner and they 
,lon' get many social services or 
facilities like this...if they need 
medical attention, they can't get
I t . ”
With the new clinic, complete 
Aitli a tull-time statf .md all the 
nediciiie and vaccinations needed 
CO gei started, Kidenour said the 
clinic will hopefully lead to others.
“If this clinic goes up and goes 
well, they want to reproduce it all 
over the country,” Ridenour said.
“So that’s why we are trying to be 
as economical as possible.”
As of now, the team has raised 
S30,00() of the estimated $65,(M)U 
that IS needed to complete the 
project. Most of the fundraising 
has been done through private 
donations and support letters.
Kidenour sent letters of support 
to friends and family to fund his 
trip to Kenya this summer. —
“A group from my church is going at the end of 
June, right after graduation, for two and half weeks to 
start construction and just to be with the community 
over there,” Kidenour said.
The group will be working with a Kenyan construc­
tion company and local labor in effort to keep the pro-
Because they don’t 
want to let Western 
influence or 
modern influences 
into their society, 
the government 
puts them on the 
back burner and 
they don’t don’t get 
many social services 
or facilities like this 
... if they need 
medical attention, 
they can’t get it.
—Matthew Kidenour 
Architecture senior
ject economically reasonable and minimize the 
“Western influence” a clinic like this could bring to the used as a powerful tool to help people, I felt like wed 
region for the building. found the purpose of us studying architecture by trans­
forming communities.”
Not going to be 
on campus
tom orrow ?
R ead the  M ustang D aily 
w herever you go.
mustangdaily.com
The land for the building was donated by tribal 
elders because they are ready for the benefits the clinic 
will bring, Kidenour said
And with the support of the Masai people, Kidenour 
and Aine are trying to make the design fit in with the 
local environment by using the traditional Masai red 
and local building materials.
“We’re trying to make the building economical and 
reproducible by making the space inside really flexible 
to meet the need of the population now and as their 
iiceds cliaiige,” Aiiie said. “We have 
a regularized, structurahzed system 
that can be easily manipulated and 
expanded upon. We are basically 
trying to create the building to 
integrate local knowledge of con­
struction technique using local 
contractors and local labor...noth­
ing too wild,” he added.
The clinic will have an open 
bay e.xamination room that is sim­
ilar to an emergency room, com­
plete with curtains separating each 
examination table. There will also 
be two private exam rooms: a large 
one for emergency procedures, 
and another which is designated as 
the gynecology room for pregnant 
women and checkups.
“There’s a testing laboratory 
where they will be storing the 
blood samples and urine samples 
where they can later be sent to the 
hospital in Kenya for further test­
ing,” Aine said. “There are 
restroom facilities and water facili­
ties, and there are rooms for two 
full-time staff members to sleep at 
the clinic.”
Both Kidenour and Aine have 
visited Kenya before and have seen 
the need for this clinic firsthand. Aine mentioned that 
he’s trying to get more civil involvement in the archi­
tecture department.
“When both Matt (Kidenour) and I went to Kenya 
two years ago, we really came back with a big light 
bulb,” Aine said. “Just realizing that architecture can be
Foreign
continued from page /
Liberties Union.
“Employers do this all of the 
time,” she said. “The form has not 
been processed in a timely fash­
ion, and inquiries are being made 
to ask where the form has been.”
Marsh said the government 
might have underlying motiva­
tions for delaying Ari’s paperwork 
— reasons that could range from a 
previous criminal history to 
unpopular political views he may 
hold.
Meanwhile, An, who has also 
taught at Cieorgetown University 
and Western Michigan University, 
has been waiting in Bolivia, hop­
ing his application will be accept­
ed. He has taken a job as a realtor 
in the meantime to pay for his 
bills.
“1 came to Bolivia for about 10
days, and I am waiting almost two 
years (now),” Ari said m an e-mail.
Boston Universitv international 
relations department chairman 
Erik Cioldstem said BU has not 
had similar problems with its four 
foreign professors, though he said 
institutions often face hurdles in 
hiring foreign talent.
“ It IS a very bureaucratic 
process,” he said.
Cioldstein said BU employs 
four professors who are not U.S. 
residents, including the recently 
hired former ambassador Husain 
Haqqani, who directs the univer­
sity’s C]enter for International 
Relations.
Roadblocks to hiring such pro­
fessors can keep the school from 
expanding its horizons, he said
“It’s important to have as many 
perspectives as possible and to 
have as many different views to 
deal with the world,” Cioldstein 
said.
Transplant
continuedfivm page I
It is against state law for trans­
plant doctors to direct treatment 
of potential organ donors until 
they are declared dead.
Local police are still investigat­
ing the operating room circum­
stances. Hascall said the coroner’s 
report was given to police on 
Wednesday.
Koozrokh’s lawyer, M. Cierald 
Schwartzbach, said the findings 
came as no surprise.
“1 do not believe that anything 
Dr. Koozrokh did or said adverse­
ly affected either the quality or 
the length of this patient’s life,” he 
told the Los Angeles Times.
“Dr. Koozrokh killed no one.” 
Schwartzbach said. “There’s no 
question he has become a scape­
goat.”
Koozrokh and another trans­
plant surgeon who was on hand. 
Dr. Arturo Martinez, are also 
under investigation by the state’s 
medical board
—  rite Associated Press
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Hundreds evacuated as brush fire burns O C  homes
County Fire Authority 
said winds blowing up to 
35 niph are making fire­
fighting difficult for the 
more than 400 firefighters 
on the scene.
“We are holding our 
own, but the fire is going 
to continue to make 
progress as long as fuel is 
in its way. Its not a good 
situation for us,” he said.
Temperatures were in 
the 90s and humidity was 
at 5 percent.
Kobert C'anossi, who 
along with his wife and 
daughter were evacuated 
around noon, said the dry 
and wooded area made for 
frequent brush fires. 
C'anossi has lived in the 
area since the 1970s.
“You get used to this, 
but this is the closest it’s 
ever come” to so many 
houses, said Canossi, who 
waited for news on his 
JEBB HARRIS O RAN CE  C O U N TY  RECISTER house at a nearby elemen-
A firefighter races down Avenida De Santiago while helping fight a wildfire in Anaheim Hills near Orange on ^<''bool.
Sunday, March 11, 2007. The fire, stoked by hot
dry winds and fueled by
Ana Beatrix Cholo homes. Orange County fire offi- fight,” said Orange County Fire chaparral, spread south and west
Authority Chief Ed Fleming. “The quickly in an unincorporated part 
terrain is quite rugged, with homes of Orange County and threatened 
on top of ridges, and the fire picks multimillion dollar homes here and 
up speed as it head up the hill.” parts of Orange — about 35 miles 
No injuries have been reported, southeast of OLos Angeles.
Nicoletti said. The area, known as Anaheim
Capt. Steve Miller of the Orange Hills, has many large homes scat-
AsstK^ iATEij PRESS cials S a id .
The nearly two-square mile fire 
ANAHEIM — Authorities evac- threatened many other houses and 
uated more than 200 homes as a the firefighters working to protect 
fast-moving brush fire scorched them, Anaheim city spokesman 
1,000 acres o f parched hillside John j. Nicoletti said.
Sunday and charred at least two “This is a very dangerous fire-
tered across the hills along with 
denser gated communities.
Fleeing fires has become a part 
of life for many residents.
Susan Snell, who has lived m 
Anaheim Hills for 23 years, fol­
lowed a well-worn routine Sunday: 
She put her cat in a carrier, packed 
tax and insurance papers and pho­
tographs and found a good vantage 
point.
“ It’s freaky what you end up tak­
ing with you,” she said as she 
watched television at the Anaheim 
Hills Community Center for 
updates.
Firefighters were aided by heli­
copters and planes dropping water 
and retardant on the flames, and 
police went door to door tt) warn 
residents to evacuate.
The area, like much of Southern 
C'alifornia, is under a red flag alert, 
indicating a high fire danger. A 
prolonged drought has left the 
chaparral-covered hills highly 
combustible.
Round said the blaze, which 
ignited at around S a.in., may have 
been started by a vehicle fire on the 
southbound 241 Windy Ridge Toll 
Flaza.
Meanwhile, another brush fire 
had started about 20 miles away in 
Corona in Riverside County, said 
Capt. Julie Hutchinson from the 
California Department of Forestry. 
It had consumed about 25 acres but 
didn’t threaten any houses, said 
Hutchinson.
French President Jacques 
Chirac: A  ‘N on!’ on Iraq 
and a mixed legacy
John Leicester
A,S.S(X:iATEI) PRESS
PARIS — Jacques Chirac, admired 
and scorned during 12 years as 
France’s president, announced Sunday 
he will not seek a third term in elec­
tions this spring — a widely expected 
move given his low p<ipularity, his age 
and a conservative rival who has 
siphoned off his political base.
In a telesised address. C'hirac said 
he would find new ways to serve his 
country after leaving office: “Serving 
France, and serving peace, is what I 
have committed my whole life to.”
Most on the French right Chirac 
once dominated and in the party 
founded for his re-election in 2002 
have swung behind Interior Minister 
Nicolas Sarkozy, leaving C^hirac with 
no political base for another run in 
the April-May rwo-anind presidential 
vote.
but Cdiirac, 74, has pulled surprises 
in the past and he kept France guess­
ing as long as possible about whether 
he will run again — seemingly to 
avoid becoming a lame duck too 
soon.
Chirac leaves a legacy as mixed and 
ambiguous as the man himself.
He made less of a mark on France 
than Gen. Charies de GauUe, his role 
model, or his immediate predecessor. 
Socialist Francois Mitterrand.
But internationally, the repercus­
sions of Chirac’s defiant “Non!” to the 
war on Iraq, which forced President 
Bush to invade in 2003 without
GEfS THEADRENAIINË GBÍNtf 
YOURIAND WHOEVERHIEADS
United Nations backing, still echo.
So, too, does another “Non!” of the 
Chirac era — that of French voters 
who rejected Europe’s drive toward 
greater integration in 2(K)5.
Some accused the French leader of 
derailing European ambitions, since it 
was he who put the is.sue to a refer­
endum. For many, it is among the 
bi^test blemishes on the record of a 
statc*sman who iKcasionally seemed 
to be more concerned about prob­
lems abmad than at home.
C'hirac’s acknowledgment of the 
French state’s guilt in the Nazi exter­
mination of Jews in World Wir II was 
historic. But economically, few 
French say they are better off than 
they were in 1995, when crowds 
splashed in Pans fountains to cele­
brate Chirac’s come-from-behind 
election win.
In his address, C'hirac urged France 
to believe in itself .
“We have so many trump cards,” 
he said. “We must not fear the world’s 
evolution. This new world, we must 
embrace it. We must continue to put 
our mark on it.”
Still, many are eager to see him go. 
After four decades in politics, Chirac 
had become uninspiring scenery — 
present but barely noticed.
Protected by presidential immuni­
ty, Chirac always avoided corruption 
investigations that brought down oth­
ers in his entourage. Former aide 
Jean-Francois Probst described 
Chirac as “a charming liar.” Back in 
see Chirac, page 5
The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience 
that marks the beginning of your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.
ENROLL IN ARMY RQTC ' - 4BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER j ^
US.ARMY
Find out more about Army ROIC's Summer Leader's Training Course. 
Contact Lie (Ret) Gus Lecaros at 805-756-7690, email alecaros@calDolv.edu 
2LT Chad Carton at 805-756-7686, email CQarton@calPolY.edu 
MAJ Wellman at 805-756-7685, email rwellman@calDolv.edu
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Briefs
State
CAM ARILLO (AP) —
Gasoline prices have gone up 
sharply nationwide in recent 
weeks.
The price of self-serve regular 
gas has gone up 20 cents to 
$2.55 cents a gallon on average 
over the past two weeks, accord­
ing to the latest Lundberg 
Survey of 7,000 gas stations 
across the country.
On March 9, a gallon of mid- 
grade gasoline averaged around 
$2.66, and premium nearly 
$2.76.
Nationwide, the lowest price 
for regular was $2.22 a gallon in 
Anchorage, Alaska. The highest, 
at $3.10 a gallon, was in San 
Francisco.
• • •
OAKLAND (AP) —
Horrified parishioners watched 
a man pull out a gun and open 
fire on a churchgoer as she tried 
to run away, fatally wounding 
her just before services began 
Sunday morning, police said.
Tanya McCall, 40, of Vallejo 
was shot multiple times after 
arguing with the man in the 
parking lot of Acts Full Ciospel 
Church in East Oakland, wit­
nesses told police. Paramedics 
responding from the fire station 
next door pronounced her dead 
at the scene.
National
NEW YORK (AP) — The
search for the remains of Sept. 
11 victims has moved across the 
street from the site of the World 
Trade Center to the lot of a 
destroyed church, where impor­
tant relics, including the bones 
of three saints, may also be 
buried.
Since October, more than 400 
bones have been unearthed from 
the debris of a service road that 
construction trucks used to get 
in and out of the site after the 
2001 attacks. The city, which 
oversaw the original cleanup of 
ground zero, is conducting a 
new search to find more remains 
of the 2,749 victims. Forty per­
cent of the victims have not had
remains identified.
• • •
NASHVILLE, Term. (AP)
— Country music queen Loretta 
Lynn, the coal miners daughter, 
is getting an honorary doctorate 
from Bostons Berklee College 
of Music.
Berklee President Roger H. 
Brown will make the presenta­
tion on the stage of the Grand 
Ole Opry on Saturday for Lynn’s 
contributions to contemporary 
music and tackling real-life situ­
ations faced by many women.
Lynn, 72, was one of the best- 
known female vocalists of the 
1960s and 1970s.
International
N O U A K C H O T T ,  
M auritania (AP) — The junta 
that took control of Mauritania 
two years ago held promised 
elections Sunday but some resi­
dents were not hopeful for last­
ing democracy with a former 
dictator and a failed coup leader 
on the ballot.
Mauritania has been ruled 
since August 2005 by Col. Ely 
Ould Mohamed Vail, who led a 
bloodless coup that ousted ex­
president Maaoya Sid’Ahmed 
Ould Taya and ended a 21-year 
dictatorship.
• • •
BAGHDAD (AP) — A sui­
cide car bomber barreled into a 
flatbed truck packed with Shiite 
pilgrims Sunday, touching off a 
giant fireball that lefi charred 
bodies strewn through a street in 
the heart of Baghdad. At least 32 
people were killed.
The ambush-style attack 
showed suspected Sunni insur­
gents again taking aim at the mil­
lions of worshippers who trav­
eled to the holy city of Karbala 
and are now heading home.
Blasts killed at least 15 others 
in Baghdad a day after Iraqi offi­
cials warned an international 
conference that Iraq’s sectarian 
violence could spread across the 
Middle East if not quelled.
Newborn Iddnapped fiom  
Texas hospital returned 
after discovery in N ew  
Mexico; woman arrested
SESSIONS
1 June 21-July 27 (5 weeks)
2 July 30-September 5 (5 weeks)
3 Three*week sessions begin June 18
One year of general chemistry, organic 
chemistry, or physics In nine weeks
Class schedule available online now
39On
39
>
www.scu.edu/sum m er scusummer@scu.edu 408.554.4833
Betsy Blaney
A SSO C IA TED  PRESS
LUBBOCK, Texas — A new­
born kidnapped from a Lubbock 
hospital by a woman wearing hos­
pital scrubs was found safe Sunday 
about 100 miles away in New 
Mexico, and police had a suspect 
under arrest.
Four-day-old Mychael Darthard- 
Dawodu was found in a home in 
Clovis, N.M., by police following 
up on tips, a day after she was taken 
from Covenant Lakeside Hospital. 
She was later reunited with her par­
ents.
“ It’s a joyous time,’’ Gwen 
Stafford, senior vice, president of 
Covenant Health System, said at a 
news conference Sunday. “This has 
been a roller coaster, of emotions. 
Today there’s not many happy sto­
ries; this is certainly one in 
Lubbock, Texas.’’
Rayshaun Parson, 21, of Clovis, 
was arrested on suspicion of kid­
napping and jailed in Curry 
County, N.M., where she had been 
interviewed by Lubbock and FBI 
investigators, authorities said. 
Federal charges also could be pur­
sued, Lubbock police Lt. Scott 
Hudgens said.
Before being flown back to Texas 
and her parents, Caisha Darthard 
and Michael A. Dawodu, Mychael 
was checked at Plains Regional 
Medical Center in Clovis and 
found to be in good condition, 
Clovis police Lt. James Schoeffel 
said. She had earlier been reported 
to be suffering from jaundice, a 
common complication in new­
borns in which a buildup of pig­
ment in the blood causes a yellow­
ing of the skin.
“We’re ecstatic to be able to 
locate the child still in good health 
and to be able to reunite her with 
her mother,’’ Hudgens said.
The infant was kidnapped early 
Saturday by a woman posing as a 
medical worker who walked out of 
Covenant Lakeside with the 5- 
pound baby hidden in her purse, 
police said.
Law enforcement officials had 
received information from more 
than one source that the baby was
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in Clovis, about 100 miles north­
west of Lubbock, said FBI spokes­
woman Lori Bailey in Dallas. Bailey 
declined to elaborate because the 
investigation was continuing.
Police in Clovis conducted sur­
veillance on an area pinpointed by 
at least one of the tips and found 
the baby in a home with an adult 
female early Sunday, Hudgens said. 
The suspect was found at another 
residence in Clovis, he said.
An extradition hearing was 
scheduled for Monday in Clovis. 
Phone numbers at Parson’s address 
had been disconnected Sunday.
Hospital surveillance footage 
showed a woman wearing blue and 
flower-print hospital scrubs and a 
gray, puffy jacket with a hood walk­
ing out of the hospital around 1:20 
a.m. Saturday. She fled in a red 
pickup truck, possibly with a male 
accomplice, police said.
The abductor had gone into 
Mychael’s mother’s room several 
times before the baby was taken, 
telling her the baby needed tests, 
Stafford said.
Newborns at Covenant are 
tagged with a security bracelet, said 
Stafford, who did not give details 
on how the bracelet worked.
“As soon as the baby and this 
security piece were separated we 
were alarmed and knew,’’ Stafford 
said. “That’s what enabled us to be 
able to get the visual of the pickup.’’
“Clearly we need to take securi­
ty to a higher standard,’’ she said. 
“We’re not going to rest until we 
take it up a notch, another level. I 
don’t know that we can ever have 
anything perfect.’’
Susanne Moore, a former 
Covenant nurse who had a baby 
Friday at the same hospital, told the 
Lubbock Avalanche-journal that 
the hospital placed an electronic 
band on her newborn girl’s ankle. 
She said she was told that if the 
baby were taken too close to a door 
or elevator, a sensor would cause 
the door to lock or the elevator to 
shut down.
Moore said she also was told that 
if the band were cut off before it 
was deactivated, the hospital would 
be locked down.
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Bush pays brief call 
on Colombia to offer
M u s t a n g  D a il y
= NEWS = t www.mustan3daiiy.com
renewed U.S. support
Tom Raum
ASStx:iATEO  PRESS
BOCiOTA, Colombia — 
President Bush said Sunday that 
4,700 additional troops he is sending 
to Iraq above an increase announced 
in January are slated for support roles 
only, and urged Congress to approve 
funding for the war “without any 
strings attached.”
Two months ago. after an e.xten- 
sive review. Bush ordered 21,500 
additional American soldiers to Iracj 
to help calm Baghdad and the trou­
bled Anbar Province.
“Those combat troops are gtiing 
to need, you know, some support, 
and that's what the American people 
are seeing in terms of Iraq — the 
support troops necessary to help the 
reinforcements do their job,” Bush 
said at a news conference here with 
Colombian IVesident Alvaro Uribe.
The president also expressed 
skepticism about pledges from Iran 
and Syria iii support of stabilizing 
Iraq. The two nations, as well the 
United States and others, took part 
111 an international conference in 
Baghdad on Saturday aimed in part 
at preventing violence from engulf­
ing the Middle East.
“If they really want to help stabi­
lize Iraq, there are things for them to
do, such as cutting off weapons flows 
and or the flow of suicide bombers 
into Iraq,” Bush said of the two U.S. 
foes in the Middle East.
The president said he hopes 
momentum will carry over to the 
next such conference — leaving the 
door open for more U.S. contact 
with Iran and Syria over Iraq. As a 
sign of the U.S. commitment, he 
said. Secretary of State C'ondoleezza 
Rice will be the nation’s representa­
tive next time.
“I’m not dissing anybody,” Bush 
said, “but it’s a step up in the pay 
grade.”
The new announcement for 
troops in Iraq, made over the week­
end, includes 2,40(1 combat support 
troops, 2,200 military police and 100 
troops to protect economic recon­
struction teams.
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Chirac
continued from page 3
civilian life, Chirac risks being target­
ed by investigating judges.
For some critics, Chirac’s greatest 
failure was his lack of bold change 
and leadership for a country strug­
gling to mainuiin its place in an 
increasingly competitive, globalized 
world. Instead, Chirac sometimes 
seemed determined to upset as few 
people as possible, charting a middle 
course of timid reform and backing 
down in the face of street protests.
His first term was hamstrung by 
his disastixius decision to call parlia­
mentary elections in 1997. The 
Socialists won, forcing Chirac into 
uncomfortable power-sharing. His 
second term was tarnished from the 
start: Many, including his opponents 
on the left, voted for him simply to 
keep out the other run-oft candidate 
— far-right nationalist leader Jean- 
Marie Le Ben.
Without Cdiirac, France will
almost certainly get its first leader 
born after World Wir 11 — Sarkozy, 
52, Socialist Segolene Royal, 53, or 
even long-shot centrist Francois 
Bayrou, 55.
It’s a reflection on Chirac’s reign 
that Sarkozy — even though he 
comes from the same political camp 
— has largely built his campaign 
around promises that he will break 
with policies of the Chirac years, as if 
offering continuity would only guar­
antee electoral defeat.
Chirac sometimes let ill-temper 
and haughtiness trip up his liiploma- 
cy. He savaged Eastern European 
nations that backed Bush on Iraq, 
saying, “They missed a good oppor­
tunity to keep quiet.”
“Brofoundly shocked,” he walked
out of an EU summit in 2(K>6 when 
a fellow Frenchman spoke English. 
Unapologetic, he later said: “You 
cannot base a fiiture world on just 
one language, just one culture.”
C’hirac’s opposition to the U.S.-led 
war on Iraq — he said U.N. weapons 
inspectors should get more time to 
disarm Sadcbm Hussein peacefully 
— led to a brief surge in his popular­
ity and added bite to his arguments 
that multilateral, multipolar decision­
making — not American might — 
should govern international action.
“War is always a last resort. It is 
always proof of failure. It is always the 
worst of solutions, because it brings 
death and misery,” Chirac said a week 
before U.S.-led coalition forces 
invaded Iracp
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Whoever thought M onter^ 
Street could be so much hu^
As 1 entered the door I was greeted by an oversized deli case filled with an 
extraordinary amount of cheese. 1 
turned around and found wine 
glasses to my left and an abundance 
of wine cases neatly stacked 
throughout the store.
As 1 continued in, I approached 
a stylish wine bar where I had my 
pick of a plethora of wines.
Heaven one might say — nay, 
Monterey Street ... Monterey 
Street Wine Co. to be more precise.
Upon speaking to co-owner 
John Stipicevich, 1 was able to find 
that the shop oft'ers such luxuries as 
wine by the glass selections at the 
bar, daily wine tastings, extravagant 
wine and cheese pairing events and 
an abundance of wine both inter­
national and local.
The Monterey Street Wine 
Co. opened its doors June 17, 
2006. John informed me that 
this store fills a particular 
niche in San Luis Obispo as a 
fromagerie and wine shop. 
The boutique wine shop also 
sells gift baskets that include 
cheese, crackers and wine 
accessories.
The store has a vast selec­
tion of wine, tipping the scale 
at about two hundred. The 
majority of wines are local. 
There are many international 
wines available as well. And 
the best part: all wines are 
sectioned off by price range, 
so it is easy to come in and 
grab accordingly. The shop 
includes some international 
gems not found in local grocery 
stores, Costco or even Cost Plus. In 
fact, the emphasis is primarily on 
value and selection.
The cheese selection was spec­
tacular. It reminded me of my brief 
time in Paris, where at the grocery 
store, 1 found upwards of 40 to 50 
types in the cheese aisle. In fact, 
France has more kinds of cheese 
than there are calendar days.
though 1 digress.
The Monterey Street Wine Co.’s 
selection is similar. The case has 
French cheeses that include more 
than your typical Brie; in fact, it has 
10 French cheeses.
Among the highlights, an Italian 
cheese washed with Barbera 
including a nice wine rind (say that 
10 times fast). The shop even car­
ries three-year-old Gouda!
The wine shop offers elegant 
wine and cheese parings every 
Friday from 5 to 8pm. The price is 
$10 and includes six tastings along 
-side appropriate cheeses.
This Friday, the winery Ursa 
comes to share wines including 
Petite Sirah, Merlot and Syrah.The 
wineries are a plus, but also focuses 
on perticular wine regions, and 
varietal differences.
For example, last Friday, 1 shared 
in sampling some of their wonder­
ful Cabernet Sauvignon blends. In 
addition to wine events, they also 
sponsor local breweries on the 1 
and 3 Thursday of every month. 
On April 3, Brian Thompson, from 
Telegraph Brewing Co., will sam­
ple out this local Santa Barbara 
brewed beer.
Wine club membership is avail­
able at the Monterey Street Wine 
Co. in three levels, depending on 
particular price points. These wines 
ship out every other month. Wine 
club membership entitles members 
to additional discounts on other 
wines purchased with those orders.
Other incentives include dis­
counts on purchases of 12 or more 
bottles. The Monterey Street Wine 
Co. is located on 1255 Monterey St. 
and online at www.mon- 
tereystreetwines.com.
As a correction to my last col­
umn, I do wish to cite both 
www.theorganicwinecompany.co 
m and www.winebusiness.com for 
my acreage data of organic wine 
grapes grown. Eventhough jour­
nalistic integrity is quite important, 
wine drinking remains to be of the 
utmost importance. Cheers!
Lauren Jeter is a 2005  wine and 
uiticulture graduate and is pursuing a 
master’s degree in agribusiness.
Feel free to submit any recommenda­
tions, favorite wines or recipes to lau- 
renjeter@gmail.com.
SLO-based indie rock band Sherwood sees the ‘ligjit’
Am anda Retzer
M U ST AN G  DAILY
œ U R T E SY  PHOTO
Local band Sherwood recently released its newest CD, ‘A Different 
Light,** to rave reviews. The Beach Boys-inspired album features 13 
tracks of soul-searching indie rock renditions. The visited their home­
town of San Luis Obispo on March 3 while on their spring tour.
Sherwood is going for “A 
Different Light” with its new 
album. Released on MySpace 
Records, the Beach Boys- 
inspired musical experi­
ence was written on the 
beach by the San Luis 
Obispo natives, who had 
waves and sunshine on their 
brains.
Naming The Beach Boys as their 
main influence for this album, 
Sherwood floats through the 13 
tracks with songs that are easy to 
sing along with and perfect to relax 
with.
The first track, “Song in My 
Head,” starts off with an electronic 
beat but soon kicks in with the gui­
tar, exposing a more of Sherwood’s 
style.
“The Best in Me” follows but 
doesn’t offer much in terms of orig­
inality. Lyrics like “whoa-oh-oh- 
oh” and “beat-beat-beat of my beat­
ing heart” are a little cliché, and a 
digital clapping sound gets a little
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tiresome. But it’s only the second 
track, so moving along . . .
The next two songs will definite­
ly get you moving with catchy gui­
tar licks and a likeable snare beat. 
Middle of the Night” features 
the sound of Panic! At the 
Disco, and lead singer Nate 
enry captivates with his 
'clear-cut vocals.
Sherwood slows it down 
mid-album with “Home,” 
which can be deemed the song that 
everyone will play when they go 
home after a night of partying . . . 
only without a hookup partner. 
Harmonies are scattered throughout 
the song and make me want to get
out a lighter and sing along.
I had to check my iTunes to be 
sure the track “Alley Cat” was 
Sherwood because it had a Postal 
Service sound to it. The style of the 
background music and vocal 
changes puts the listener in a sort of 
daze with smooth strings and a 
comforting buzz. Later in the 
album, “The Simple Life” also 
sounds similar to The Postal Service, 
but doesn’t offer much more in cre­
ativity.
“Give Up!” will put you on your 
feet and with its clear and simple 
lyrics; it is the perfect sing-along
see Sherwood, page 8
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M arch 12
• 1912 The Girl Guides (later renam ed the Girl Scouts o f  the USA) are
founded in the U nited States.
•1951 The ‘‘D ennis the M enace”  com ic strip  appears in new spapers across the 
U.S. for the first tim e.
• 1987 The m usical ‘‘Les M isérables”  opens on Broadway.
^Black Snake Moan’ gets down and d ir^  to save some souls
Ashley Voss
H.mx;f.r Hfkaii) (U.Wisc onsin)
In 2005s“Hustle A Flow,” director 
Oaig Brewer traveled to the dirty 
South to show audiences how it’s 
"hard out here for a pimp.” His latest 
ertort “Black Snake 
Moan” journeys 
down the dusty 
back roads of 
Tetinessee to uncov­
er just how hard it is 
for a nympho mani­
ac, and this time around Brewer suc­
ceeds, albeit in a peculiar, Bible-tot- 
mg sort of way.
Ushered along by the snarling 
swagger of the blues. Brewer takes his 
audience trailer-side, into the tmu- 
bled life of young se.\ addict Kae 
(Cdiristina Ricci, “Monster”). She’s 
been a victim of abuse since child­
hood and struggles to find emotional 
and physical pleasure — especially 
after her knight-in-blue-collar armor 
Ronnie (Justin Timberlake, “Alpha 
Dog”) is shipped off to the armed 
forces. Cdad in nothing more than 
cutoffs and C'onfederate parapherna­
lia, the foul-mouthed waif sets out to 
find satisfaction at a good of fash­
ioned house parry (or at least engage 
in some heavy substance abuse) and 
eventually winds up unconscious in 
an even less-clothed heap in the grav­
el.
Viewers can only imagine the sur­
prise righteous farmer Lazarus 
(Samuel L. Jackson, “Snakes on a 
Plane”) receives when he’s throw'ing 
out his adultemus wife’s belongings 
in the morning and discovers the bat­
tered, nearly-naked woman in his 
ditch. Over the course of the next 
few days, Laz discovers he is not deal­
COURTKSY moro
“Black Snake Moan” fatures sex addict Rae (Christina Ricci) going through an elongated crash course on 
repenting her sins with Lazarus (Samuel L. Jackson), a bona Bed Southern gentleman and soul-saver.
ing w'ith the average wayw'ard 
stranger, but one so craving of gratifi­
cation that she pants and wails and 
runs off in the night.
Naturally, like any decent Samuel 
L. character, Laz has had enough of 
Rae and her wild ways and sets out to 
exercise the sex-craving demons frx>m 
the dirty-blond she-devil — even if it 
means chaining her to the radiator, 
walking her thmugh the cornfields 
and feeding her a healthy diet of 
Southern cooking and blues music.
While the offbeat, if not complete­
ly messed up. plotline combinations 
sound absurd, it is the boalerline 
ridiculousness of “Black Snake
Moan” mi.xed in with strong, emo­
tional performances by the lead 
actors and a shot of Southern com­
fort that make the film surprisingly 
effective. Sure, it has all of the fixings 
of a romance (or rather, love ripped at 
the seams by war), drama (see previ­
ous or also note: Abuse victim dealing 
with her inner struggles, tough older 
man simultaneously overcoming his 
own marital hardships), comedy 
(Samuel L. follows up the “motherf'— 
-ing” line of the summer with even 
more one-line gems) and heck, even 
B-grade porn (woman in a belly shirt 
and some bikini underwear confined 
to chains).
Yes, there are some questionable 
words of wisdom from the small­
town folk: “She gt)t that sickness. She 
gotta get dick or she gi> crazy.” But 
despite its blending of wide-ranging 
elements, the film plays as easily as a 
lazy summer day, bold at the right 
moments and opening the right 
opp<irtunities for the emotive blues 
catharsis to shine through.
Writer/director Brewster never 
misses a chance to bring out the rich 
essence of his Tennes.see setting, be it 
through sights or sounds. Starting 
with the film’s soulful soundtrack he 
creates a sultry, humid air about the 
town and its residents and sets the
overall framework of the film. With 
each passing twang of the guitar, each 
raspy growl of the chorus, the film’s 
message becomes clearer: Similar to 
the words of those who’ve been 
wronged, the film is about learning 
from past mistakes and more impor­
tantly about recovery.
The lead actors do an excellent job 
of conveying that meaning. While an 
unlikely pair,Jackson and Ricci com­
plement one another’s performances 
and adequately play off their respec­
tive strengths and weaknesses. As can 
be expecteil, Jackson exudes a sense 
of confidence and creates the pow er­
ful, no-nonsense character audiences 
art.* used to seeing in his tspical roles. 
However, in “Black Snake Moan,” the 
actor also showcases an equally satis­
fying emotional side.
Fear not — Jackstin’s badass edge is 
not lost, only subtly expounded upon 
as he attempts to morally heal Ricci’s 
tmubled tin-screen persona, at first 
through the means of his own spiri­
tuality, but later turning to less con­
ventional metluxls. Likewise, Ricci 
pours a great variety of feelings into 
her character, crafting Rae as part 
volatile bitch, part helpless victim 
who IS just looking for someone to 
listen to and help her. Luckily for the 
audience. Brewer avoids most of the 
potential cheese factor: This savior is 
Samuel L. and not of the likes of say, 
the ultra-sensitive James Van Der 
Beek-type character, w'ho would 
likely start crying rather than reform­
ing the troubled with an iron fist.
From the dubious appearance of 
its previews. “Black Snake Moan” 
hardly looks like a hit. But give the 
movie a chance; its heart and soul 
are surprising.
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Sherwood
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song. The next song on the album 
that really attracts attention is 
“Alive,” the perfect example of the 
beach bum, laidback style of the
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Beach Boys. With higher-pitched 
harmonies and simple guitar strums, 
this song will take any listener to 
the beaches of Mexico where 
Sherwood finished writing their 
songs.
The last song on the album “I’m 
Asking Her to Stay” gives listeners a 
simple tune, but deeper lyrics:
“And she called me up to let mè 
go today /  For a moment thought it 
easier than being away / But 
through the tangled thread the nee­
dle finds a way /  And I’m asking her 
to stay . . . ”
All 13 songs are on their 
MySpace page, but are not available
for download. However, you can 
download “The Only Song” for a 
taste on your iTunes.
Sherwood is on tour now, with a 
show in Massachusetts today and 
r will continue all over the United 
States, along with a couple appear­
ances in Canada. April 12,13 and 14 
will bring them to southern 
California; Los Angeles, Anaheim 
and San Diego.
They started their spring tour on 
‘March 2, and the second spot on 
their list was none other than San 
Luis Obispo at Downtown Brew on 
March 3.
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Mustang Daily reserves the nght to 
edit letters for grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentaries and car­
toons do not represent the views of the 
Mustang Daily. Rease limit length to 250 
words. Letters should include the writer’s 
full name, phone number, major and class 
standing. Letters must come from a Cal 
Poly e-mail account. D o  not send letters 
as an attachment. Please send the text in 
the body of the e-mail.
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Conservative s Coulter problem
■ou most likely have 
heard the story: Ann
Coulter, speaking at last 
week’s Conservative Political 
Action Conference, said, “I was 
going to have a few comments on 
the other Democratic presidential 
candidate, John Edwards, but it 
turns out you have to go into rehab 
if you use the word ‘faggot.”’ This 
comment was met with a raucous 
standing ovation from the crowd of 
Reaganites and Social 
Conservatives in attendance at the 
biggest Conservative political con­
ference of the year. Why would 
such unapologetic hate speech be 
met - with such approval? The 
answer reflects a . serious problem 
pot in Ann Coulter, but in the 
Conservative movement itself.
It is instructive to take a look 
some other sparkling moments in 
Coulter’s career to gain a litde 
insigjit into why she has such a fol­
lowing in the Conservative move­
ment. Last year, at the same event, 
she called Arabs “ragheads” and 
warned them of the 
impending violence 
that would befall them.
She also called for the 
murder of Supreme 
Court justices whose 
rulings did not fît her 
broad, sensible world­
view. Both statements 
were met with extend­
ed ovations. She has 
attacked the widows of
those killed in the Sept. 11 attacks, conservative circles. Immediately 
remarking, “I’ve never seen people after her speech at CPAC, the line 
enjoying their husband’s death so for her hcKik-signing table was out 
much.” This acid-tongued com- the door. The American 
mentary has earned her a multimil- Conservative Union, the primary
lion dollar career, with several 
hugely popular books and Fox 
News appearances to prove it. With 
this is mind, why is Coulter so suc­
cessful? It’s simple. Conservarives 
love hatred.
Now, I’m not saying that 
Coulter has no right to say the 
things that she says. She enjoys the 
right to free speech, just like every 
other American under the First 
Amendment (well, except for those 
pesky war protesters). But when 
such vitriolic speech finds such a 
receptive audience in American 
Conservatives, one needs to exam­
ine the culture of the parties that 
consume it. Many in the 
Conservative crowd may publicly 
disavow themselves of Coulter’s 
comments, like her favored 2(X)8 
Republican presidential candidate, 
Mitt Romney. Many may think she 
was just there for the comic relief, 
an acerbic jester in a crowd of seri­
ous political commentary. But their 
unconvincing rebukes of Coulter 
belie her huge popularity within
sponsor of the 
event, said that 
they did not 
“condone or 
endorse” her use 
of “hate speech.”
But when 
Coulter has such 
a strong record of 
comments con­
doning violence 
against individual 
racial groups, 
advocating the 
murder of the 
most important 
legal minds in the 
country, of such | ^  
“hate speech,” 
one must wonder 
why the ACU 
saw fit to invite 
her to the confer­
ence in the first 
place. One must 
also wonder why she received Limbaugh and Sean Hannity will
sunding ovations throughout her  ^ home on
speech, if so 
would
...W hen such vitric^c speech 
finds such a lecepdve audience in 
American conservatives, one 
needs to examine the culture of 
the parties that consume it
many individuals 
later refuse to 
endorse it. O f particular 
interest to me is whether 
Romney will not only 
refuse to endorse the com­
ments of Coulter, but to 
refuse her general endorse­
ment as well. Surely the 
Romney campaign doesn’t 
want the support of some­
one who is so outspokenly 
bigoted and hateful toward 
homosexuals.
Unfortunately, the logical argu­
ments of the above paragraph will 
not resonate with the Conservatives 
who love Coulter. They are why 
hateful commentators like Rush
Conservative news oudet like Fox 
News.
Ultimately, Coulter’s statement is 
incredibly useful in examining the 
nature of the modern Conservative 
movement in the United States. It 
thrives on hatred and fear. Hatred 
and fear of homosexuals, Mexican 
immigrants, Iran, of anything 
“Liberal.” It is this hatred and fear 
that drives Conservatism, that drives 
Conservatives to clamor for 
“strong” leaders like George W. 
Bush. It is the Conservative 
Coulter problem.
Zach Austin is a political science 
junior and Mustanj^ Daily political 
columnist.
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Learning shouldn*t be 
m otivated by fear, greed *
Brian Eller’s “America: Land of 
the Dumb” column indicates he is 
motivated to learn by fear of 
doing poorly, greed (good grades 
lead to more money), and love 
(joy in pushing himself to the 
limit). But why is he not moti­
vated by the love of learning, by 
learning as an end in itself rather 
than as a means to an end? What 
about learning as a vehicle for 
gaining insight into how the 
world works and developing 
strategies for solving important 
problems? Maybe the reason 
there are so many dumb students 
(Eller’s words, not mine) is 
because they no longer enjoy 
learning for its own sake — so if 
they can’t see a pretty immediate 
payoff, they -tune out.
I take great exception to his 
attack on Democrats and teacher’s 
unions.—! n my view, vouchers are 
not the answer to our country’s 
educational problems. Countries 
. . whoie children do better than -
those in the US. on standardized 
tests generally have less school 
choice than what is available here. 
But their children are generally 
highly motivated, their parents are 
concerned and involved, and their 
teachers are respected and sup­
ported.
Yes, a good deal of money is 
spient on education in this coun­
try, but compiare conditions of 
schools in Beverly Hills and Palo 
Alto to those in Compton or the 
Bronx in New York City. And 
how many political Conservatives 
opt for a career in teaching, as 
opposed to one in investment 
banking or real estate develop­
ment? Teachers are certainly not 
motivated by fear or greed, 
though 1 know from personal 
experience how many push 
themselves to the limit to better 
serve their students.
Jay Devore
Statistia professor
Faculty has the right to 
strike
I think the faculty at Cal Poly 
are right in their move to strike. 
The administration has received 
over 20 percent in gradual pay 
increases and the teachers, who 
are the front line of student edu­
cation, received a 3 percent 
increase in the early 2(XK)s. Almost
everyone knows that inflation is 
estimated at 3 percent per year, so 
this raise means almost nothing. 
Not to mention, housing costs arc 
insane in this area. Where are the 
faculty expected to live? What is 
the motivation for teachers to 
come to Cal Poly? Is it the fact 
that it is a good school in a beau­
tiful area? Try feeding that to your 
family.
Also, our fees have gone up by 
nearly 20 percent since my career 
began at Cal Poly. None of the 
changes instituted have affected 
me whatsoever, except for the dis­
appearance of parking spots, an 
increase in parking fees, and the 
new, worthless registration pro­
grams. I would like to see the 
teachers that I thought made a 
profound impact on my life be 
rewarded for their excellent craft.
Unfortunately, grades are a use­
less reward for teachers. Professors 
like Bob Spiller, Bob Thompson, 
Lynn Hamilton, and Lisa Coffman 
deserve something extra. If 1 
knew that a special fee would go 
straight to the teachers, I would 
happily pay it. No teacher has put 
me up to this as it is my opinion, 
but the issue needs to be 
addressed and remedied.
Mark Mraule
Agribusiness senior . ,
School voucher program  
m isrepresented
I’d like to compliment Eller on 
a compelling defense of school 
voucher programs by completely 
misrepresenting them. What Eller 
did not explain is that school 
vouchers allow taxpayers to not 
pay their portion of taxes that 
would normally be used to sup­
port public education and instead 
use that money to pay for tuition 
at a private school.
The problem with this idea is 
that it’s completely without 
precedent and ridiculous. I’m 
sorry but you don’t get to opt out 
of the parts of your taxes that you 
aren’t going to use. I don’t get to 
opt out of supporting the state 
police, and instead use the money 
to buy a gun to defend myself, 
even if 1 might think the gun 
would be more effective.
Andrew Haas
Industrial engineering junior
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MARK AVERY ASSOCIATED PRF.SS
Cal Poly sophomore guard Trae Clark shoots over Long Beach State 
senior guard Kevin Houston during the first half of the Mustangs’ 94-83 
loss in the Big West Conference Tournament tide game Saturday night 
at the Anaheim Convention Center. Cal Poly relinquished a 33-23 lead.
Tyler McGinn and reserve forward 
Joe Henry.B asketb a ll
continued from page 12
sive leader, the guy we go to in the 
clutch. He’s the one that kind of 
drives the team. You’ll see a player 
(in the NCAA Tournament) that is 
very focused and doesn’t want to 
give in.”
Bromley suggested the 49ers 
could surprise some people in the 
NCAA Tournament.
“You can control tempo with 
guards,” he said. “ It depends on 
matchup.”
Now C'al Poly returns all but 
three seniors — first-team all-con­
ference and starting forward 
Stockalper, Honorable Mention 
all-conference and starting forward
The Mustangs will bring back 
two all-conference players in sec- 
ond-teamer Whiten and 
Honorable Mention pick Clark 
and all but two players who were 
in the rotation this year.
“We’re there,” Thomas said of 
next season. “We were this close 
tonight. We’re going to take this 
into the offseason. Hopefully next 
year we’ll be in the tournament. 
It’s hard work — we’ll put it in.” 
Stockalper, who is likely to have 
multiple offers to play profession­
ally overseas next season, echoed 
those sentiments.
“1 think It’ll be solid next year if 
they stick together and play 
together,” he said. “They’ll be a
good team in this league.”
Notes
Cal Holy was playing in the Big 
West tourney title game for the 
first time since 2()()2-()3, where it 
lost 57-54 to Utah State. ... Nixon 
was named tournament MVP. He 
was joined on the all-tournament 
team by Clark, Stockalper, 
Dawson, Cal State Fullerton junior 
forward Scott Cutley and Cal State 
Fullerton senior guard Bobby 
Brown. ... Toward the end of Cal 
Poly’s 81-56 semifinal win over 
Cal State Fullerton on Friday, the 
Titans’ fans even started chanting 
“Beat the Beach,” referring to Cal 
Poly. Long Beach State and Cal 
State Fullerton are long-time 
rivals. ... One of the otBcials for 
Saturday’s game was Bill Vinovich, 
who is also an NFL referee.
Sports Editor’s Note: A  complete 
recap of Thursday’s seasoti-enditig loss 
for the Cal Poly women’s basketball 
team ran in Friday’s Mustang Daily. It 
can still be idewed online at 
WWW.mustangdaily.com.
Women’s Championship
UC Riverside 70, UC Santa 
Barbara 67
ANAHEIM (AP) — Seyram 
Gbewonyo saw an opportunity to 
put UC Riverside into the NCAA 
Tournament and took it.
Gbewonyo made a jumper with 
17.6 seconds to play to give UC 
Riverside a 70-67 victory over UC 
Santa Barbara and the Big West 
Conference championship
Saturday.
Gbewonyo finished with a sea­
son-high 23 points for the top- 
seeded Highlanders (21-10), who 
defended their tournament cham­
pionship and head back to the 
NCAA Tournament for a second 
straight season. Kemie Nkele, the 
conference player of the year, 
added 18 points, nine rebounds, 
four assists and two blocks. She was 
selected the tournament’s MVP.
Jenna Green scored 21 points for 
the second-seeded Gauchos (17- 
13), who lost to UC Riverside in 
the tournament final for the sec­
ond consecutive year. Chisa 
Ononiwu had 15 points.
Poly softball team  
wins aU 5 games 
at tournament
SHORTS INHORMAIRIN REPORT
SUNNYVALE — Senior Emily 
Hively tossed a complete-game, 
three-hitter and faced just two batters 
over the minimum as the C"al Poly 
softball team completed a 5-0 slate at 
the National Invitational Tournament 
with 10-0, five-inning victory against 
C^onnecticut on Sunday morning at 
the Twin Creeks Sports Complex.
Hively (3-0, 1.57 ERA), one of 
two Mustang hurlers with a perfect 
record this season, held the Huskies 
(10-6) hitless during the final three 
innings and allowed just one runner 
to reach third base. Cal Poly (18-6), 
which scored seven times in the third 
inning and collected 14 hits, is off to 
the program’s best start after 24 
games since the 1997 Mustangs fired 
out 20-4.
Senior center fielder Lisa Modglin 
jump-started the Mustang offense in 
the first inning with her fifth leadoff 
home run of the season and Big West 
Conference-best 11th of the year. 
Freshman first baseman Krysten Cary 
and sophomore right fielder Jenna
Maiden added run-scoring singles to 
give Cal Poly a 3-0 lead.
Highlighted by a two-run single 
from senior catcher Jackie Gehrke- 
Jones, a run-scoring double fmni 
Modglin and RBI base hits from 
sophomore shortstop Melissa Pura 
and junior designated player Sarah 
Iwata, C"al Poly’s septupler of runs in 
the third ended the game after five 
innings.
Modglin, C'ary and sophomore 
third baseman Cristen Lee each col­
lected two hits and scored twice.
At the NIST, Modglin hit .579 (11 
for 19) with three homers, 10 RBI, 
22 total bases and a 1.158 slugging 
percentage. She missed hitting for the 
cycle for the third consecutive tour­
nament by only a triple. Maiden and 
C'ary each batted .533 (8 for 15) at 
the tournament.
The Mustangs complete their five- 
tournament, 25-game, 31-day 
odyssey Friday through Sunday at the 
Capital Cla.ssic hosted by Sacramento 
State. Cal Poly opens play Friday 
against Kansas (10 a.m.) and BYU (3 
p.m.).
M ustang baseball team  
sweeps U N iy  on road
SHORTS IN F tlR M A T IO N  K E K IR T
LAS VEGAS — Sophomore 
right-hander Thomas Eager 
pitched eight innings for his 
fourth victory and freshman 
catcher/first baseman Wes Dorrell 
had four hits and both RBI as Cal 
Poly edged UNLV 2-1 to com­
plete a three-game series sweep 
Sunday afternoon at Earl E. Wilson 
Stadium.
Eager (4-1) struck out six and 
walked three as the Mustangs, 
playing UNLV for the first time 
ever this weekend, improved to 
13-10 on the year and won their
NOW HIRING
Sports Authority is a premier, full-line sporting goods retail chain with 
over 400 stores nationwide and we are opening a new store in
San Luis Obispo!!
We Are Looking for the Following Positions:
Management & Lead Associates • R/PT Sales Associates • R/PT Cashiers 
R/PT Merchandise Processing • Fitness Specialist • Nike Brand Coordinator
On-site interviews being held at Embassy Suites 
333 Madonna Rd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93405 
March 12th-23rd, 9AM-4PM, Monday-Friday
Apply online today a t
www.sportsauthority.com/corp
We Offer.
Generous Associate Discounts • Opportunities for Career Growth • Flexible Hours 
Full Time Employees Enjoy a Comprehensive Benefit Package Including 401k
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WORK. PiAY. CMOW.
fifth series in seven tries this sea­
son. The Rebels fell to 9-15.
Cal Poly scored single runs in 
the first and seventh innings and 
UNLV scored its lone run in the 
fourth — in sharp contrast to the 
first two games of the series, when 
the two teams combined for 46 
runs and 59 hits.
The Mustangs won 9-6 Friday 
and 17-14 Saturday.
In the Cal Poly first, junior first 
baseman/right fielder Grant 
Desme singled with two outs, stole 
second base and scored on 
Dorrell’s single up the middle.
UNLV tied the game in the 
fourth as Eager issued two walks 
before first baseman Efren Navarro 
Jr. singled up the middle to cash in 
one of the walks.
Dorrell snapped the 1-1 dead­
lock with a first-pitch, solo home 
run to right field with two outs in 
the seventh inning. It was Dorrell’s 
second homer of the season.
UNLV rallied in the eighth 
inning. The Rebels had runners at 
first and second with one out in 
the eighth but Ryan Kowalski 
Hied out to center field and Keith 
Smith flew out to right.
In the ninth, sophomore south­
paw Derrick Saito relieved Eager 
and picked up a comebacker for 
the first out. Then Reed came on 
to secure the final two outs on a 
fly ball to center field and a strike­
out for his seventh save.
Cal Poly reached double figures 
in hits for the third straight game, 
outhitting UNLV 12-5. Besides 
Dorrell’s four hits, designated hit­
ter Luke Yoder singled twice.
UNLV starter Matt Hutchison 
(0-4) allowed two runs and 10 hits 
in seven innings with seven strike­
outs and one walk.
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ACR O SS
1 Member of a 
pesky swarm 
5 Brighton baby 
buggies
10 Blighted urban 
area
14 Change the 
décor of
15 Wash gently 
against as the 
shore
16 Camp shelter
17 Popular grilled 
iish
19  ______ Elevator
Company
20 Not half bad
21 Concerning
23 Jordanian cash
24 Soft drink since 
1885
27 Bnt reference 
work
28 China Japan, 
etc
31 V man__
moused"
32 Pâté de foie
34 Guns, as an S6 
engine
35 All wound up 67 
37 1 940 Ronald 68
Reagan role 69 
40 Cheers“
waitress 70
43 On the 
bounding mam
44 ‘ National Velvet i 
author Bagnold 2
48 Golf rarity
49 Sicilian seaport 3
52 Language suffix 4
53 Charlie Parker 5
or Dizzy 6
Gillespie 7
55 Car antitheft
device s
57 City trashed by
Rodan 9
58 African desert 10
60 Big bash
61 Da Vinci 
masterpiece,
with "The” 12
65 A B A member 
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Started a 
cigarette 
Clearance event 
Soldiers' meal 
Signs of things 
to come 
___the Red
No. 0129
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DOWN
Cur's warning 
More
impoverished 
Tack-ons 
Puccini opera 
Course of action 
Totally absorbed 
PC program, 
briefly
Al Capp's Daisy
Harness parts 
Place to sit 
streetside 
Take some 
pressure off 
Opposite of 
dividers 
Appalachians, 
e g Abbr 
Soft ball material 
Midler of "The 
Rose”
Husky or hound 
Inventor 
Speaker with a 
sore throat, say
Actress___
Dawn Chong
”__ we there
yet’
Amuse, as with 
anecdotes 
Cardinal’s 
insignia 
Poet's before 
All smiles
t r r
7 T
e r
I5T
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39 Antistick 
cooking spray
40 Part of a semi
41 Overlay material
42 Makes tighter, in 
a way
45 Close to Its face 
value, as a bond
46 Ehud Barak or 
Ehud Olmert
47 Nancy Pelosi, 
eg. Abbr
50 Moon-landing 
program
51 Pearl Harbor's 
site
54 Gives the go- 
ahead
56 Run out. as a 
subscription
58 Zap with a 
laser
59 Nile slitherers
60 Pinup’s leg
62 Align the cross 
hairs
63 Sault___Mane
64 ______ room (play
area)
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Poly m ens tennis team 
loses at hom e to SCU, 4-1
T he M ustangs’ on ly  singles 
v ictory  cam e from  sen io r 
M att Baca, who won 6-2 , 6-2.
SI’O K IS  I N IO U M M IO N  K l l 'O k I
1 lu* CLil Poly men’s tennis team 
lost a hard-fought match to Santa 
Clara, 4-1, Sunday afternoon at 
Mustang (Gxirts. The loss dropped 
the Mustangs’ overall record to 5-6.
C'al Poly lost the doubles point in 
a tiebreaker of the last doubles 
match to reach completion, when 
Mustangs’ Matt Baca and Kyle 
Koybal were narrowly beaten by Jan 
Macek and Bobby Rasmussen in the 
.No. 1 slot. 9-H.
Baca recorded the only Mustang 
victory in singles play, 6-2, 6-2 over 
Jay Wong of the lironcos.
su|do|ku
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3 8 6 1 7 2 9 5 4
9 1 5 4 6 3 8 2 7
7 2 4 5 9 8 3 6 1
5 4 1 7 3 6 2 9 8
2 6 9 8 1 4 7 3 5
8 3 7 9 2 5 1 4 6
1 9 2 6 4 7 5 8 3
4 5 3 2 8 1 6 7 9
6 7 8 3 5 9 4 1 2
T he Mustangs went winless for 
the weekend, d-2.
The Mustangs return to action 
Saturd.iv when they host Conzaga at 
1 p.m. on Mustang C^nirts.
Simd.iy’s Scores:
Singles: I. Jan Macek (SCU) def. 
Darryn Young 6-2, 6-2. 2. Matt Baca 
(C]P) def.Jay Wong 6-2,6-2. .T Brian 
Broagan (SC!U) def. Fred DeWitte; 
did not compete. 4. Bobby 
Rasmussen (SC'U) def. Kyle ILoyhal 
6-3, 6-4. 5. Tommy Hicks (SCU) 
def. Rob Hoy; did not compete. 6. 
lilaine Sheilds (SCU) def. Nick 
Berger 6-2, 6-4,
Dcnihles: 1. Macek-Rasnuissen 
def. Baca-Royhal V-S. 2. Kevin 
McQuaid-Shields def. Berger- 
DeWitte K-5. 3. Voung-Foy def. 
Wong-Brogan K-5.
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HELP WANTED
Microbiology Junior seeking 
employment as assistant or other 
positions.Call (408) 821-6253
HELP WANTED
STUDENT NEIGHBORHOOD 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
(SNAP) WORKER 
Temporary. Part Time Position 
Open Until Filled 
$11.40 - $12.80/Hr. WORK 
SCHEDULE: 8 :3 0  p.m. - 2 :30  a.m. 
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. SNAP staff act 
as first responders to general 
noise complaints throughout the 
City and resolves the incident.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS: 
M UST BE: enrolled at Cal Poly or 
Cuesta and carrying a class load 
of 9 units or more; have an overall 
GPA of 2 .0  at the time of 
application; be at least 18 years 
old: free of misdemeanor or felony 
convictions (Misdemeanor 
citations may be excepted on a 
case-by-case basis); able to 
communicate in an enforcement 
setting, understand oral and 
written instructions and possess a 
valid CA class “C ” driver’s license. 
Apply at www.slocity.org 
City of San Luis Obispo.
990 Palm Street,
San Lu is  Obispo. CA 93401 
(805) 781-7250
LIFEGAURD - AVILA BEACH 
Port San Luis Harbor District is 
seeking high school grads with 
current First Aid & CPR/Title 22 - 
able to swim 50 meters in 10 min. 
or less, for part-time/temp. 
positions. For more info & 
for applications - Visit 
www.portsanluis.com or 
2950 Avila Beach Or., Avila Beach - 
Deadline 4/12/07.
DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Promite a top 30 company to 
gain real-world business & 
marketing experience 
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.
Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group, 
Inc. is conducting a clinical 
research trial for participants with 
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years 
of age or older? Do you have 
vaginal itching, burning or 
irritation? You may qualify to 
participate in this research study. 
Qualified participants will receive 
study related medical exams, 
investigational medication and 
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information: 
Coastal Medical Research Group, 
Inc. 805-549-7570
ASI Graphic Desiger Job Work 
flexible hours and build your 
portfolio. View full job description 
at http://wvvw.asi.calpoly.edu/hr/ 
Position closes Friday March 23, 
2007 at 5 p.m. Apply at 
ASI Business Office or by email to 
hr@asi.calpoly.edu
L.A. Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/ slo
Fashion Models Needed $20/hr.
for clothing manufacturer 
e-mail photos, height, and weight 
to Gregg at: photos@cobarr.com
Veterinary Technician Prev. exp 
helpful. Duties include assisting 
Doctors, prep surgical patients, 
administer medications. Please fax 
resume to 805-772-3396 or e mail 
to coastvet@sbcglobal.net
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
CMRG is actively looking for 
Research Candidates to 
participate in a clinical trial. If you 
are 18 years or older, diagnosed 
with a Sinusitis Infection and have 
had symptoms longer than 7 days 
and less than 28 days with two 
of the following: Facial Pain. 
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal 
Headaches. Maxillary Dental Pain, 
or Fever, you may qualify for this 
clinical research study. Please call 
Coastal Medical Research Group 
at 805-549-7570 
for more information.
Time and travel may be 
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Veterinary Receptionist 
Prev. exp. pref. full/part-time avail. 
Duties inc. typing, filing, heavy 
phones, fill prescriptions, assist 
doctors as nec. Please fax resume 
to 805-772-3396 or email 
coastvet@sbcglobal.net
Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift. 
International Bartender School will 
be back in Slo one week only. 
Day/ Eve. classes. Job placement. 
1 -800-859-4109 
www.bartendusa.la
Winter/Spring Positions Available 
Earn up to $150 per day 
Exp not Required. 
Undercover shoppers needed 
To Judge Retail and 
Dining Establishments.
Call 800 722-4791
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS *
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Want to place an ad? 756-1143
HELP WANTED
SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
Must be great with children, fun 
and committed to teach at the 
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande 
(80 5) 481-6399
ANNOUNCEM ENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100%  ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydivetaft.coni
(66 1) 765-5867
Envision World Peace.
No child soldiers, famine, and war 
Educate yourself. Take action. 
Rai setheRespect@gmai I .com
Want to get the word out about 
your club, fraternity, or sorority? 
classifledsOmustangdaily.net
RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts. 
Now Renting for 2007-2(X)8 
Walk (min) to Cal Poly 
Nice, Clean, Well Maint. 
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Includes: Cable & Internet 
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail., 
slorentals.com or 544-3952
Room Available for Wmter/Spring 
Master Bdrm with 2 walk-in 
closets. BR, shower. W/D included. 
Chill roommates, very clean. Stay 
for summer possible $800 OBO 
Please call: (949) 510-1886
HOM ES FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(805) 546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
HOM ES FOR SALE
Investment opportunities 
*4 br 3 full ba 2 ,000 sf 2 story 
minutes to Poly $709K 
* 3 BR 2 BA Condo 
Pergo floors. Updated Kitchen 
& Baths. View, Deck, Pool & 
Covered Parking. $429,000 
*2BR IB A  condo w/ fenced yard 
near park, animals OK $335K 
♦Free Lists of all For Sale PPTY 
Adobe Realty (80 5) 543-2693 
Toll Free: 1 (800) 827-1434
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND scarf in University Cashier 
Call Betty: 756-2310
FOUND ring in Bldg 26 on Feb 15 
Please call (408) 821-6253
FOUND: black cowgirl sweatshirt 
and food marketing book in 
parking lot. Call: (661) 496-4619
LOST tear-drop Aquamarine gem 
Please call (619) 246-4769
LOST Motorola cell phone 
contact: hduong@calpoly.edu
LOST brown, leather trifold wallet 
in business bldg. (831) 325-1562
REWARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator 
Call Joe at (805) 234-3934
•^OUND toyota keys at Hathway and 
Fredericks St on Feb. 17th 
Please call (559) 824-5218
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with 
heart. Please call 705-6090
FOUND: Silver Crescent - shaped 
hoop earrings. (646) 483-9647
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with 
heart and “Frances” engraved 
Please call: (805) 464-1000
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Mustangs t^his close/ but fall to
49ers in Big West tide game, 94-83
Cal Poly ended arguably  its 
best season since going 23-6 
in 1985-86 on a dow n note.
Tristan Aird
M U ST A N ii DAILY
ANAHEIM — Less than 1.^  
minutes.
That’s how far away the Cal l^oly 
men’s basketball team was Saturday 
night from locking up its first trip 
to the NCAA Tournament.
But the Mustangs, who led by 
five points at halftime anci by one 
with only 12 minutes, 53 seconds 
remaining, were overwhelmed 
down the stretch by a hungry, 
senior-laden Long Beach State 
team. Cal Poly wound up losing 
^4-83 in the Big West Conference 
Tournament championship game 
before 4,130 fans at the Anaheim 
C'onvention Center Arena in front 
of a national television audience on 
ESPN2.
“ I think that’s what hurts the 
most, is putting in the hard work all 
season,” C!al Poly senior forward 
Derek Stockalper said. ‘‘To come 
up a little short in the end, it hurts. 
There’s no other way to put it.”
With tears streaming down 
many of their faces, the Mustangs 
stayed on the court after the final 
buzzer to silently watch Long 
Beach State fans storm the court in 
a raucous celebration that culmi­
nated with the 49ers dancing, pos­
ing with the trophy and cutting 
down the nets.
While the top-seeded 49ers (24- 
7) advanced to the NCAA 
Tournament for the first time since 
1994-95, the second-seeded 
Mustangs (19-11) failed to reach 
March Madness for the first time 
since moving to the Division I 
level in 1994-95. Both teams capi­
talized on a 
pair of byes 
BY THE 1^*0 *be con-
N U M B E R S  ference tourna­
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Kejuan Johnson pointers and 
combined for slam dunks 
until it had 
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The 49ers’ field- 9.45
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Above, Cal Poly sophomore guard Trae Clark, who was named to the all-tournam ent team, watches the 
final minutes after fouling out in the Mustangs* 94-83 loss to Long Beach State in the championship 
game of the Big West Conference Tournament at the Anaheim Convention Center Arena.
Below left. Long Beach State senior guard Kevin Houston watches his 3-point shot sail in during the 
second half.
Below right. Long Beach State senior forward Dominique Ricks kisses the trophy while celebrating 
with teammates.
the 49ers had scored 64 points after 
halftime.
‘‘It was a great basketball game, a 
typical Long Beach State team,” 
Cal Poly head coach Kevin 
Bromley said. ‘‘(The 49ers) didn’t 
panic. They had poise.”
Most poised of all for Long 
Beach State was senior guard Aaron 
Nixon, the Big West Player of the 
Year. He played all 40 minutes and 
finished with team highs of 29 
points and 11 rebounds.
‘‘I voted for (Nixon) as Player of 
the Year and he showed he was 
Player of the Year,” Bromley said. 
‘‘We did have to keep different
guys on him. He’s 
a good player; it’s 
hard to hold him 
down. Big pLiyers 
step up in big 
occasions and I 
thought he did 
that. ... (The 
49ers) share the 
basketball, they’ve got eight mature 
seniors, they have poise and they 
can make big shots.”
Bromley’s team sank plenty of 
big shots early Saturday, but not 
enough late.
“I’m really proud of my basket­
ball team, collectively as a group,” 
Bromley said.“It was by committee 
that we had this success we had.” 
“Success” is putting it mildly for 
this Mustangs squad.
This season, the Mustangs set a 
Division I school record for wins in 
a season (19), had their best Big 
West winning percentage ever
(.643), their best record and most 
wins overall since going 19-9 at the 
Division II level in 1991-92, a 12- 
2 mark at home and 13 wins in 
their last 16 games.
Bromley and Stockalper agreed 
that the 49ers did not make whole­
sale adjustments in the second half, 
but simply that their players were 
having increased success getting to 
the hoop.
“I didn’t see that they were run­
ning new stuff that we hadn’t seen 
before,” Bromley said. “We did post 
Nixon a little bit. He’s pretty good 
about throwing it out. I thought 
dribble penetration hurt us.”
Stockalper added; “I didn’t see 
very much (different). They were 
just taking the ball to the basket.”
The win was crucial for fifth- 
year Long Beach State head coach 
Larry Reynolds, who had report­
edly been on the hot seat with a 
contract that expires after the sea­
son.
“Our kids persevered all year,” 
Reynolds said. “Our guys, I think, 
have hung in there to get to this 
point.”
Although roughly a thousand 
C'al Poly fans — including hun­
dreds of vocal Mustang Maniacs, 
the band, cheerleaders and dance 
team — made their presence felt. 
Long Beach State fans outnum­
bered the C’al Poly contingent. 
While Long Beach State’s campus 
IS less than 20 miles away from the 
Anaheim Convention Center 
Arena, Cal Poly’s is more than 230.
“The crowd got behind us,” 
Reynolds said. “We took it from 
there.”
That crowd was ignited most on 
perhaps the game’s biggest 
momentum-swinging play — 
when Kevin Houston found Mark 
Dawson for a one-handed alley- 
oop dunk that looked more like a 
windmill slam and sent the black- 
and-gold clad 49ers fans into delir­
ium.
The play was part of 10 unan­
swered points for Long Beach 
State, which scored 16 in the final 
1:27.
That was a significant contrast 
from the first half, in which the 
two teams traded baskets early on. 
They finished with 10 lead changes 
m a game that was tied at three dif­
ferent intervals.
('al Poly sophomore guard Chaz 
Thomas scored 25 of his game- and 
career-high 31 points in the second 
half and had two steals, junior 
guard Dawin Whiten scored 15 
points and sophomore guard Trae 
Cdark had 10 points and seven 
assists for the Mustangs, who had 
an eight-game winning streak 
snapped.
While Cal Poly was 8 for 28 
from 3-point range. Long Beach 
State was 28 for 33 from the free- 
throw line.
The 49ers on Sunday were 
granted a No. 12 seed in the 
NCAA Tournament and will play 
fifth-seeded Tennessee (22-10) in 
the South Region in a first-round 
game in Columbus, Ohio, on 
Friday. The time of the game, 
which will be televised on CBS, 
will be announced Monday.
Long Beach State averages 80.3 
points per game and ranked 10th in 
the nation in points per game 
(79.9) through last Thursday.
“We score a lot of points and 
keep the pressure on you offensive­
ly,” Reynolds said. “We try to get 
up and down the floor. Our kids 
compete.They’re going to compete 
for 40 minutes. Even if they get 
down, they’re going to come at 
you.That’s one thing that got us to 
this point, is the competitive spirit 
of this team.”
O f Nixon, Reynolds said: “He’s 
the heart and soul of our team. He’s 
the emotional leader and the offen-
see Basketball, page 10
